Call For Nominations

The 2021 Edith and Peter O’Donnell Award in Technology Innovation

TAMEST invites you to submit your nomination for the 2021 Edith and Peter O’Donnell Award in Technology Innovation. The O’Donnell Awards annually acknowledge outstanding achievements of rising star Texas researchers.

The Technology Innovation Award was specifically designed to recognize individuals from non-academic institutions who have made either a major innovative technological discovery or whose career achievements have resulted in major discoveries that have the potential for making a significant impact on society. Above all, the nominee (or at least the driving force of a team nomination) should be deemed to eventually become a viable candidate for election to one of the National Academies.

Award recipients will be honored at the TAMEST 2021 Annual Conference in January, where they will present their research to attendees and also receive a $25,000 honorarium and medal. Next year’s conference will be held January 12-14, 2021, at The Westin Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas.

TAMEST is now accepting nominations through April 30, 2020. More information, including nomination guides and applications, can be found on the TAMEST website: tamest.org/odonnell-awards.

For assistance with submitting nominations, contact the TAMEST office at tamest@austin.utexas.edu or (512) 471-3823.